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This teaser is for a special report “Artificial Intelligence in Drug Discovery: Focus on Oncology Q4 
2021”, based on a landscape report “AI for Drug Discovery, Biomarker Development, and Advanced 
R&D Landscape Overview Q3 2021” published by Deep Pharma Intelligence.

The main aim of this report is to profile an ecosystem of biotech companies and technology 
developers, applying advanced machine learning technologies to drug discovery in Oncology — one 
of the broadest therapeutic areas of pharmaceutical R&D and biotech investment. 

According to World Health Organization (WHO), cancer is the leading cause of death globally, 
accounting for nearly 10 million deaths in 2020. It is why oncology has traditionally been the primary 
focus of drug developers — oncology therapeutics being the most significant category among all 
FDA-approved drugs last year (35%). It was found that oncology drug discovery has a 3.4% success 
rate. However, it is expected that the active implementation of AI in this area would increase this 
rate.

This overview highlights leading AI-driven companies, their investors, selected collaborations with 
pharma corporations, relative expertise of such companies, level of their funding, examples of deals 
and collaborations, as well as examples of AI applications. This is an overview analysis to help the 
reader understand what is happening in the industry and possibly give an idea of what is coming 
next.

The report is based on the online cloud-based analytics system (Dashboard), which incorporated the 
database of all entities featured in the report and tens of thousands of data points about market 
trends, key developments, funding, deals, and more. While this report serves as an introduction to 
AI-assisted oncology drug discovery,  the underlying analytics system is updated daily. It can be a 
powerful tool for monitoring the fast-paced industry, so it is recommended to subscribe to the 
interactive part of this report by requesting details at info@deep-pharma.tech. 

Introduction

Deep Pharma Intelligence Sources: who.int; media.nature.com; academic.oup.com

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/cancer
https://media.nature.com/original/magazine-assets/d41573-021-00002-0/d41573-021-00002-0.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/biostatistics/article/20/2/273/4817524
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The US is still firmly in the lead regarding its proportion of AI for Drug Discovery companies. Interestingly, Asia currently has the fifth-lowest 
proportion of AI for Drug Discovery companies. However, the Asia-Pacific region has begun to aggressively increase its activity in terms of 
investments into foreign companies (largely US-based companies). We expect to see an increase in the number of AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies located in the Asia-Pacific region generally and in China particularly.

Canada
2.5%

UK
8%

Israel
2.5%

Asia
12%

175 AI Companies in Drug Discovery with Oncology Focus: Regional Proportion

EU
20%

US
55%
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Distribution of AI Pharma Companies Drug Candidates by Therapeutic Area

Cancer therapeutics discovery is a 
significant focus in the 
pharmaceutical AI ecosystem — 
with 345 drug candidates of all AI 
companies that have involvement in 
oncology research, preclinical, 
and/or clinical programs. Not only 
this is due to oncology being 
traditionally a major focus of the 
pharmaceutical and biotech 
developers for many years, but also 
due to the inherent complexity and 
heterogeneity of data in this area, 
which makes AI a powerful tool in 
oncology research and drug 
discovery. 
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Discovery Stage

175 AI Pharma Companies by Discovery Stage 

The leading areas in oncology drug development using AI are hit 
discovery and target/ID validation. The variety of the data involved in 
such processes makes AI an irreplaceable tool in predicting the 
physicochemical properties, bioactivity, and toxicity of small molecules. 
The third place is taken by clinical development, where AI can assist in 
selecting only a specific diseased population for recruitment in Phase II 
and III of clinical trials. The next one is preclinical development, where AI 
is mainly used to predict if molecule will pass preclinical trials 
considering the genome profile of the target cell line.

10
companies



Expertise in Drug Discovery

Expertise in AI
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Clinical 
Pipeline 

Preclinical 
Pipeline

Validated R&D 
Use Cases

Advanced AI tools for a 
specific Use Case

Advanced AI systems with 
multiple models  

End-to-end AI Platforms

Comparison of Leading AI for Drug Discovery Companies in Oncology / Expertise in Drug Discovery R&D 



Level of Funding 

Level of R&D/IP Matureness Level

Deep Pharma Intelligence

Ratio of Funding vs R&D Matureness and Overall Development Stage

Above $180M

$60M—$180М

$1M—$60M

Advanced AI tools for  specific 
Use Cases

Advanced AI systems with 
multiple models  

End-to-end AI, cutting edge 
algorithms

9

Companies that achieved significant R&D 
matureness with comparatively small financing
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Total Funding: 
>$300M

Total Funding:
$25M - $300M

Total Funding:
$1M - $25M

Distribution of Oncology-focused AI Pharma Companies by Total Funding 
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Some of the major investment deals included: 

● Valo Health with $300 million (Series B); 

● Erasca with $300 million (Series B); 

● Freenome with $300 million (Series D);

● InSilico Medicine with $255 million (Series C);

● Tempus with $250 million (Debt Financing);

● Recursion Pharmaceuticals with $239 million (Series D); 

● Erasca with $225 million (Series B); 

● Immunai with $215 million (Series B);

● Gritstone Oncology with 180 million (Post-IPO Equity);

● Nimbus Therapeutics with $165 million (Series B);

The list mentioned above clearly indicates the investment 
attractiveness of the companies pursuing AI in the Pharma market. 
Considering the CAGR of the market around 40%, we forecast an 
ongoing growth of this sector leading to the emergence of a 
significant amount of deals of great investment expediency. 

11Deep Pharma Intelligence

Top-10 Investment Deals in 2020-2021 
(In Million US Dollars) 

Biggest Pharma AI Investment Deals 2020-2021

https://www.immunai.com/


● Turbine, a European company, located in London, UK, and Budapest, Hungary, raised €5.7m (USD 6.85m) in a pre-Series A 
funding round. Turbine's technology simulates cellular decision-making and aims to discover innovative cancer treatments. A 
round was led by three existing investors: Delin Ventures, Atlantic Labs, and o2h Ventures, joined by a new venture company 
Accel,  an investment firm XTX Ventures, and Boston Millenia Partners.

● Biopharmaceutical company Lantern Pharma, which implements its proprietary platform RADR® in oncology-specialized drug 
development on the clinical stage, announces a public offering of 4,285,715 shares of its common stock at the price of $14.00 
per share with an overall gross value of $60 million. Moreover, Lantern Pharma offered to acquire its additional 642,856 shares 
of common stock at a public offering price to the underwriters throughout 45 days to cover over-allotments.

● Roivant Sciences paid $450 million in Roivant equity for Silicon Therapeutics, with possible further regulatory and commercial 
milestone rewards. The acquisition aimed to combine Silicon Therapeutics and Roivant's VantAI to harness the power of 
computational physics and machine learning-based approaches to drug design.
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Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

JAN 
2021

FEB 
2021



● UK-based pharma tech company Exscientia received $60 million of financing in a Series C round in May 2020. List of existing 
investors Evotec, Bristol Myers Squibb, GT Healthcare Capital, Denmark’s Novo Holdings expands with a new investor 
BlackRock that adds $40 million more on March 4th, 2021, resulting in overall Series C investments of $100 million. The Series 
D round ended for Exscientia with a $225 million raise. Besides the investors mentioned above, SoftBank Vision Fund has 
joined as a leading investor for this round. Exscientia applies artificial intelligence (AI) developments to design new drugs in 
multiple areas, ranging from oncologies to neurological disorders.

● Standigm Inc., an AI company for drug discovery from South Korea, raised $44.5 million in the pre-IPO funding round. Support 
managed by existing investors SKS PE and Daishin Private Equity was complemented by new investors InterVest, KDB Bank, 
Asset One and Series B investors Kakao Ventures, LB Investment, Atinum Investment, DSC Investment, and Wonik Investment 
Partners. Besides, already existing shares were acquired by SK holdings. Later in 2021, the company plans to go to the initial 
public offering (IPO) on the Korea Exchange. 

● Recursion Pharmaceuticals, Salt Lake City-based biotechnological company that uses machine learning and artificial 
intelligence approaches to develop therapeutics with an automated drug discovery platform, has filed for a $100 million initial 
public offering. The company uses “RXRX” ticker on Nasdaq, and its IPO valuation is equal to $2.7 Billion. Currently, Recursion 
Pharma has one oncological and three rare genetic disorders potential candidates for Phase 2 in the next twelve to fifteen 
months. 

13Deep Pharma Intelligence

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

MAR 
2021



● Valo Health LLC, a technology company that transformed the drug research and production process and aimed to accelerate the 
development of life-changing medicines, announced the final closing of $300 million Series B, which includes a $110 million 
investment from Koch Disruptive Technologies (KDT). This takes Valo's total funding to more than $400 million. Valo will use 
the funds to expand its Opal Computational PlatformTM, a first-of-its-kind fully integrated end-to-end platform that incorporates 
machine learning-driven computational technologies and patient data to create first-in-class and best-in-class therapeutic 
programs throughout major disease areas. 

● Relay Therapeutics, Inc., a clinical-stage precision medicine company that is transforming drug discovery by integrating 
cutting-edge computational and experimental technologies announced the acquisition of ZebiAI, a leader in using large 
experimental DNA encoded library data sets to power machine learning for drug discovery (ML-DEL). Together, companies aim 
to accelerate the application of machine learning across the Dynamo™ platform to potentially fast-track the finding of novel 
medicines against intractable targets.

● Excientia is an artificial intelligence company that built a dedicated Al system for drugs discovery. They announced the first 
AI-designed molecule for immuno-oncology that is going into phase 1 clinical testing. The company spent only 8 months 
discovering this drug candidate, and it has the potential to have a higher receptor selectivity compared to previously developed 
molecules. Better selectivity helps to reduce the likelihood of undesired adverse effects that are native to oncology drugs.

14Deep Pharma Intelligence

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

MAR 
2021

APR 
2021
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● Aetion, a healthcare technology business, has raised $110 million in a Series C round headed by global growth equity firm 
Warburg Pincus, with existing investors New Enterprise Associates and Flare Capital Partners participating. The funds will be 
used to improve the company's platform, extend its reach in Europe and Asia, and expand its commercial team to meet 
increased demand. 

● CardioLabs, an independent diagnostic testing center, and leading monitoring and heart diagnostic service provider, has been 
acquired by AliveCor, the global leader in FDA-cleared portable ECG technology and services. The acquisition is a key 
component of AliveCor's ambition to expand its comprehensive cardiology services to patients who have monitoring devices 
prescribed by their doctors.

● Castor, a clinical trial software firm based in Hoboken, New Jersey, has raised $45 million in a Series B fundraising round, 
increasing its total capital to $65 million. Eight Roads Ventures and F-Prime Capital led the round, with previous investors Two 
Sigma Ventures and Inkef Capital joining. The money will be used for product development, focusing on the worldwide 
scalability of direct-to-patient studies. 

● InferVision, a Beijing-based medical AI startup, has raised RMB 900 million (USD 139 million) in a Series D round from Goldman 
Sachs, Z-Park Fund, and CCB Trust. The monies will be used for R&D as well as expanding into new international markets. 
InferVision's platform uses big data and AI to screen, diagnose, and treat a variety of malignancies, cardiovascular illnesses, and 
infectious diseases.

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

MAY 
2021

JUN 
2021

JUL 
2021
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● BioMap, a biological computing platform, has raised $100 million in a Series A investment headed by GGV Capital. This is the 
company's first time seeking outside capital. Baidu, Legend Holdings' Legend Capital, Bluerun Ventures, and Xiang He Capital 
were the new investors in the round.

● Sanofi, engaged in the research, development, manufacturing, and marketing of innovative therapeutic solutions French 
company, has made a $3.2 billion offer to buy Translate Bio, a U.S. biotech startup, which focuses on next-generation mRNA 
technology following setbacks in the COVID-19 vaccine competition. Sanofi would buy all outstanding shares of Translate Bio 
for $38.00 per share in cash, reflecting a total equity value of nearly $3.2 billion, according to a statement that verified an 
exclusive report by Reuters. 

● Hunter Technical Resources, a privately-held digital engineering and project management firm based in Atlanta, Georgia, has 
sold its digital engineering assets to Cognizant. Full-stack development, machine learning, DevOps, systems architecture, and 
data science are just a few of the high-demand talents that Hunter Technical Resources engineers specialize in. The acquisition 
expands Cognizant's talent network in essential countries, bolstering the company's digital engineering resources in the United 
States and solidifying Cognizant's position as one of the largest digital engineering firms in the world.

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

AUG 
2021
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● Sanofi, engaged in the research, development, manufacturing, and marketing of innovative therapeutic solutions French 
company, has agreed to pay $1.9 billion for the US biotech Kadmon Holdings Inc., getting a potentially blockbuster medicine to 
add to its transplant-drug portfolio. Sanofi's board of directors approved the deal, which was the company's third significant 
acquisition this year.

● Verily completes the acquisition of SignalPath, which expands the company's clinical research capabilities while also marking 
the company's first significant acquisition. Verily's existing clinical trial infrastructure and evidence creation platform, known as 
Baseline, will be strengthened and expanded due to the acquisition. 

● Elligo Health Research, a tech-powered, healthcare-enabling research company in Austin, Texas, has raised $135 million in a 
Series E funding round led by Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital and Ally Bridge Group. The cash will be used to acquire 
ClinEdge and further invest in the technology and data platform.

 
● Lifebit Biotech Ltd, the premier precision medicine software company that democratizes access to biomedical data for 

governments, healthcare providers, and research teams worldwide, has raised $60 million in a Series B funding round led by 
Tiger Global Management, a global investment firm. Eurazeo, Pentech Ventures, and Beacon Capital were among the investors. 

● The London Institute of Cancer Research (ICR) used AI to identify the most promising drug combinations and create a new 
drug regime for children with incurable brain cancer.

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

SEP 
2021
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● Gritstone bio, a clinical-stage biotechnology company developing subsequent generation cancer and infectious disease 
immunotherapies and vaccines, announced a $55.0 million private investment in public equity (PIPE) financing from selling 
5,000,000 shares of its common stock at a price per share of $11.00. 

● Envisagenics, an Artificial Intelligence-driven biotechnology company focused on discovering and developing novel RNA 
splicing therapeutics, secured Series A financing to scale its drug discovery platform and biopharmaceutical partnerships. 
Red Cell Partners led the funding, including investments from Microsoft’s M12, Madrona Venture Group, Third Kind Venture 
Capital, Dynamk Capital, Empire State Development’s venture capital arm, New York Ventures.

● Ardigen - the world-leading company that utilizes Artificial Intelligence (AI) for drug discovery, has signed an agreement with 
the Polish National Centre for Research and Development to fund a novel technology that will revolutionize the discovery of 
microbiome-based biomarkers in oncology.  The Microbiome Biomarker Discovery Platform expands the existing Ardigen 
Microbiome Translational Platform – a proprietary Ardigen technology based on Artificial Intelligence.

● Immunai, a New York-based biotech company, announced a $215M Series B, increasing the company’s total funding to date to 
$295M. The new capital will be used to expand Immunai’s “drug actuary” platform for target validation and evaluation. 

● Radiomics, a next-generation imaging research organization specializing in the extraction of quantitative information from 
standard medical imaging through Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based technology, announced that it has secured €6 Million in a 
pre-series B funding led by its main investors (Epimede and Noshaq) and backed by its original funders, its management team, 
some banks and non-dilutive financing from Walloon Regional Authorities in support of R&D Projects.

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

SEP 
2021

OCT
2021

https://www.envisagenics.com/
https://www.immunai.com/
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● The Alliance of Families Fighting Pancreatic Cancer (AFFPC) announced the donation of $200,000.00 to BERG. This 
clinical-stage biotech employs patient biology and artificial intelligence (AI) to research diseases and develop innovative 
treatments, to commemorate the close of Pancreatic Cancer Awareness Month. The funds will support BERG’s Project 
SurvivalSM, a unique collaborative effort focused on identifying biomarkers needed to diagnose pancreatic cancer quicker and 
more effectively.

● Insilico Medicine, an end-to-end artificial intelligence (AI)-driven drug discovery company, announced that the first healthy 
volunteer has been dosed in a first-in-human microdose trial of ISM001-055.

● Schrödinger, whose physics-based software platform is transforming the way therapeutics and materials are discovered, 
announced it had been awarded a two-year, $4.9 million grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to support a global 
women’s health initiative.

● Erasca, a clinical-stage precision oncology company singularly focused on discovering, developing, and commercializing 
therapies for patients with RAS/MAPK pathway-driven cancers, today announced the United States Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has cleared an investigational new drug (IND) application for ERAS-801, an orally available small molecule 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor specifically designed to have high central nervous system (CNS) penetration 
for the treatment of recurrent glioblastoma multiforme (rGBM). The company has also entered into a collaboration with the 
Global Coalition for Adaptive Research (GCAR) to determine the feasibility of the evaluation of ERAS-801 as part of the 
Glioblastoma Adaptive Global Innovative Learning Environment (GBM AGILE) trial.

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

NOV 
2021

DEC
2021
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● Lantern Pharma, a clinical stage biopharmaceutical company using its proprietary RADR® artificial intelligence ("AI ") platform 
to transform the cost, pace, and timeline of oncology drug discovery and development, announced that Lantern Pharma 
presented positive data on the effectiveness of LP-284 in hematologic cancers at the 63rd American Society of Hematology 
(ASH) Annual Meeting.

● Freenome, a privately held biotech company, announced a Series D funding of $300 million. This funding has brought the 
company's total financing to over $800 million since it was founded in 2014.

● BenevolentAI, a leading clinical-stage AI drug discovery company, announced that AstraZeneca had added a novel target for 
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), discovered using BenevolentAI's platform, to its drug development portfolio. This is the 
second novel target from the collaboration that has been identified, validated, and selected for AstraZeneca's portfolio.

● CellPly, a company specializing in pioneering life-science analytical tools, closes a total round of 2 million euros to bring to 
market a solution for cell analysis supporting the development of cell therapies in oncology. The new investors include LIFTT 
with a contribution of €800,000 and Recomec. The partners of Italian Angels for Growth, with €700,000, Indaco and Meta 
Ventures, are also re-investing in the company.

Selected Pharma AI Industry Developments 2020 – 2021 

DEC 
2021
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Apollo Hospitals EnterpriseTempus $800M $300M

Funding 
amount 

prior to the 
last deal

Funding 
amount by 

the last 
deal

$6.8M

Apollo Hospitals EnterpriseGritstone Oncology $216M $180M

PathAI $90.2M $165M

Flatiron Health $175M$138M

Apollo Hospitals EnterpriseErasca $64M $236M

Insilico Medicine $51.6M $255M

e-Therapeutics $66.8M $31.7M

Recursion Pharmaceuticals $239M$226.5M

Nimbus Therapeutics $165M$137M

 Round A Round B Round C     IPO

Leading Companies by Amount and Stage of Funding



HiFiBio
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Apollo Hospitals EnterpriseGNS Healthcare $54M $23.3M

$75M

Apollo Hospitals EnterpriseExscientia $149M $225M

Everest Medicine $310M

HealX $56M$12M

Apollo Hospitals EnterpriseLantern Pharma $8.7M $60M

AI Therapeutics $40M $58M

Arrakis Therapeutics $38M $75M

Frontier Medicines $67M

Valo Health $300M$160M

 Round A Round B Round C     IPO

Leading Companies by Amount and Stage of Funding

HiFiBio $104.5M

Funding 
amount 

prior to the 
last deal

Funding 
amount by 

the last 
deal

Frontier Medicines $67M $88.5M



Pharma Corporations AI Companies
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15 the Most Active Pharma Corporations in AI Oncology Deals 2020 - 2021
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● Oncocross and Daewoong Pharmaceutical have signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to extend the indications of 
new drug candidates Enavogliflozin and DWN12088 using Oncocross' AI platform, "RAPTOR AI." DWN12088 is also being 
investigated as an anticancer drug, as well as a polygenic risk score (PRS) treatment for intractable fibrosis in the lung, kidney, 
and skin.

● Amgen has announced a multi-year collaboration with Mila – the Quebec Artificial Intelligence Institute. Amgen develops and 
discovers novel treatments using cutting-edge science and technology, and AI is currently used in various of its R&D and 
production activities. By interacting and engaging with specialists in Mila's unique ecosystem, Amgen will be able to expand its 
expertise in AI and deep learning.

● Exscientia has closed on a $525 million funding round, with the proceeds going toward advancing its pipeline through clinical 
trials and extending its technology platform for autonomous drug design. SoftBank Vision Fund 2 led a $225 million Series D 
round for Exscientia and has agreed to contribute $300 million in equity, which the company will use at its discretion.

● PathAI has raised $165 million in a recently completed Series C round. D1 Capital Partners and Kaiser Permanente co-led the 
funding. Another dozen investors, including Bristol-Myers Squibb, Labcorp, and Merck's Global Health Innovation Fund, 
participated in the round.

Selected Industry Deals & Collaborations 2021  

MAR
2021

MAY
2021

APR
2021
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● Exscientia has added a major pharma partner to its AI-powered drug development program — Bristol-Myers Squibb, with a $50 
million upfront investment. BMS intends to use Exscientia's technology to discover small-molecule drugs in various therapeutic 
categories, including immunology and oncology and has promised an additional $125 million in short- and mid-term milestones 
if all goes well.

● Altoida Inc., a leader in the field of digital biomarkers and a pioneer in brain health, announced fresh funding from Eisai 
Innovation Inc., a strategic investment subsidiary of Eisai Inc. Altoida is attempting to establish a new international standard for 
measuring brain health and predicting neurodegenerative disorders like Alzheimer's disease before symptoms appear and 
irreparable brain damage occurs. Altoida will use the new funding to enhance its scientific research, product development, and 
global commercialization.

● Atropos Therapeutics Inc, a company with a proprietary platform to identify and develop senescence modulating chemicals, 
has announced a joint development agreement with The Estée Lauder Companies, a leader in developing and marketing 
botanically based personal care products, in its quest to explore the botanical space for molecules that modulate senescence.

Selected Industry Deals & Collaborations 2021  

MAY 
2021

AUG
2021

JUL
2021
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● The Bristol Myers Squibb-Pfizer Alliance's artificial intelligence-based machine learning algorithm has been found to aid in the 
identification of individuals at high risk of atrial fibrillation, as evidenced by retrospective datasets and the PULsE-AI trial. If 
used in primary care, the algorithm could be a cost-effective way to identify people at the highest risk of undiagnosed AF and 
should be evaluated further. The trial's findings were presented at the European Society of Cardiology's (ESC) Congress 2021.

● Biognosys, a pioneer and leader in next-generation proteomics technology and solutions for life sciences research, announced a 
partnership with Evotec, a life science company that discovers, develops, and provides highly effective therapeutics for patients 
to accelerate the adoption of next-generation proteomics in drug discovery and clinical research. Biognosys' software and kits 
have long been used by Evotec in its research. Biognosys' next-generation proteomics data analysis technology is now being 
integrated into drug research and clinical proteomics by the two firms.

● AstraZeneca and Oncoshot have formed a strategic agreement to expedite the cancer clinical trial recruitment process. 
Through InSite Feasibility, Oncoshot's new digital platform that supports the quick completion of oncology feasibility studies 
supported by near real-time insights, Singapore's cancer population may benefit from enhanced access to cutting-edge clinical 
trials.

● Erasca,, a clinical-stage precision oncology company singularly focused on discovering, developing, and commercializing 
therapies for patients with RAS/MAPK pathway-driven cancers, today announced a clinical trial collaboration and supply 
agreement with Pfizer for the BRAF inhibitor encorafenib (BRAFTOVI®).

Selected Industry Deals & Collaborations 2021  

SEP 
2021
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● Lantern Pharma, a clinical stage biopharmaceutical company using its proprietary RADR® artificial intelligence ("A.I.") platform 
to transform the cost, pace, and timeline of oncology drug discovery and development and Deep Lens, a digital healthcare 
company focused on enabling faster recruitment of the best-suited cancer patients for clinical trials at the time of diagnosis, 
announced that they have entered into a strategic collaboration. This will leverage Deep Lens' artificial intelligence clinical trial 
matching solution, VIPERÔ, creating an end-to-end AI-enabled drug development pathway that is expected to accelerate trial 
enrollment for Lantern's planned Phase 2 clinical trial for never-smokers with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), utilizing 
LP-300 in combination with chemotherapy.

● PAQ Therapeutics, a biotechnology company, harnessing the power of autophagy to restore health and cure disease, and 
Insilico Medicine, an end-to-end artificial intelligence (AI)-driven drug discovery company, announced that the companies have 
entered into a collaboration agreement to develop small molecule therapies designed to hijack the autophagy pathway to 
address novel disease targets.

● Huadong Medicine and Insilico Medicine, an end-to-end artificial intelligence (AI)-driven drug discovery company, announced 
that the companies have entered into a co-development partnership to accelerate the discovery of breakthrough small-molecule 
therapeutics by leveraging an innovative approach to oncology.

● Merck KGaA taps CytoReason's machine learning platform to profile an immuno-oncology drug. Their partnership will begin with 
a focus on one undisclosed immuno-oncology medicine to improve the company's understanding of the drug's mechanism of 
action and identify the patient populations and tumor types in which it's most effective.

Selected Industry Deals & Collaborations 2021  

SEP 
2021

OCT
2021
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● Unnatural Products, a biotech company pairing AI with parallel chemistry to create treatments for drug targets that aren’t 
amenable to current therapeutic strategies, today announced a research collaboration and option agreement with Bridge 
BioPharma, a biopharmaceutical company founded to discover, create, test and deliver transformative medicines to treat 
patients who suffer from genetic diseases and cancers with clear genetic drivers. By leveraging UNP’s technology, which takes 
macrocyclic tool compounds and turns them into drugs, UNP and BridgeBio will generate drug-like macrocycles with the hopes 
of creating the capabilities to hit intracellular targets associated with rare fibrotic diseases and potential oncology applications.

●  Sanofi announced an equity investment of $180 million and a new strategic collaboration with Owkin comprised of discovery 
and development programmes in four exclusive types of cancer, with a total payment of $90 million for three years plus 
additional research milestone-based payments. Owkin, an artificial intelligence (AI) and precision medicine company, builds 
best-in-class predictive biomedical AI models and robust data sets. With the ambition to optimize clinical trial design and detect 
predictive biomarkers for diseases and treatment outcomes, this collaboration will support Sanofi’s growing oncology portfolio 
in core areas such as lung cancer, breast cancer and multiple myeloma.

● Novarad, a leader in the development of medical imaging software, today announced a partnership with CureMetrix, a 
pioneering healthcare technology company that delivers artificial intelligence (AI)-driven solutions for radiology. Novarad's 
imaging tools, integrated with the CureMetrix AI-driven women's health suite of tools for mammography, will be distributed 
nationally in the U.S. Novarad will be the exclusive PACS distributor of CureMetrix AI for small and midsized imaging centers and 
hospitals.

● GE Healthcare doubles down on AI with new product launches, partnerships with Optellum and Cambridge.

Selected Industry Deals & Collaborations 2021  

OCT 
2021

NOV
2021

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=IoUKr-hrKMz2C8A6FiuvpqrucZsXZicRVk0mu6CRKNllnehGbl9NpAemF5l6v7qBEfAeYtl2pfinKRNuP6fzt7jtVFQi85NQz2OiuFWPwyY=
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=prRg4Le06CP0GZHnTlr4yVDjFXlx-VKkErg2dQmXea2_mPKl0Aoy8XMSEqYz1Vk9sUqC5WZZ0CPMpS79It5s4ar0hGTfuuB2kVMFxpAfCl0=
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=prRg4Le06CP0GZHnTlr4yVDjFXlx-VKkErg2dQmXea2_mPKl0Aoy8XMSEqYz1Vk9sUqC5WZZ0CPMpS79It5s4ar0hGTfuuB2kVMFxpAfCl0=
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● Recursion, a clinical-stage biotechnology company, decoding biology to radically improve lives by industrializing drug discovery, 
development and beyond through disruptive innovation, announced a transformational collaboration with Roche and Genentech, 
a member of the Roche Group. Recursion will work with both Roche and Genentech's R&D units to leverage technology-enabled 
drug discovery through the Recursion Operating System (OS) to more rapidly identify novel targets and advance medicines in 
key areas of neuroscience as well as in an oncology indication. 

● Freenome, a privately held biotech company, announced a partnership with Siemens Healthineers to collaborate in multiomics 
and radiomic breast cancer diagnostics to identify suitable markers for early breast cancer detection through the blood to 
augment existing imaging technologies. 

● Recursion announced the expansion of the company's existing strategic collaboration in fibrosis with Bayer AG. The expanded 
collaboration will include Recursion's powerful inferential search capabilities based on its growing maps of human cellular 
biology, giving Bayer the ability to further accelerate the work already underway in expanding the universe of novel fibrotic 
hypotheses.

Selected Industry Deals & Collaborations 2021  

DEC 
2021

https://c212.net/c/link/?t=0&l=en&o=3381401-1&h=818944541&u=https%3A%2F%2Fc212.net%2Fc%2Flink%2F%3Ft%3D0%26l%3Den%26o%3D3316057-1%26h%3D4267025577%26u%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.recursion.com%252F%26a%3DRecursion&a=Recursion
https://c212.net/c/link/?t=0&l=en&o=3379476-1&h=178404282&u=https%3A%2F%2Fc212.net%2Fc%2Flink%2F%3Ft%3D0%26l%3Den%26o%3D3316057-1%26h%3D4267025577%26u%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.recursion.com%252F%26a%3DRecursion&a=Recursion


 How HiFiBiO uses AI in R&D?
HiFiBiO is a leading innovator in antibody drugs discovery and development. The company applies single-cell 
analysis methods to discover therapeutics against autoimmune diseases, oncological and infectious diseases. 
Patient samples undergo highly-throughput single-cell phenotypic screening, the technology can analyze more 
than 5,000 cells per second, allowing HiFiBiO to find new biomarkers and therapeutic targets with high 
efficiency. 

Currently, HiFiBiO's pipeline includes:

➔ Targets for the immune pathways stimulation 
and suppression;

➔ Targets for cancer cells depletion;
➔ SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing candidate antibody. 

HiFiBiO uses proprietary AI-based methods for drug 
discovery and development:

➔ CelliGOTM  to perform high-throughput 
single-cell screening; 

➔ In the analysis of single-cell data;
➔ Drug Intelligent Science (DIS™) platform to 

identify biomarkers, discover targets and 
leads and optimize them. 

Patient B 
Cells

Single-Cell 
Screening

Binding of 
antibodies 

(Ab) to cells 
and Ab 

screening

Target 
Discovery 

Single-Cell 
Screening 

for 
Ab-Binding 
Target Cells

Identification 
of Ab 

Encapsulated 
with Target 

Cells

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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 How Anima Biotech uses AI in R&D?
Anima Biotech develops the platform for small molecule drug discovery. Their feature is targeting not protein 
by itself, but targeting the proteins that regulate mRNA translation of the gene-of-interest. Their pipeline 
includes targets of many diseases - fibrosis, oncology, Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington's disease, and Repeat 
Associated Diseases (RAD) development, as well as viral translation inhibitors.

Anima Biotech’s proprietary AI-based platforms for small 
molecule drug discovery:

➔ Cerebio — a bioinformatic tool to select optimal tRNA 
codons for specific target proteins; 

➔ Translationlight — a high-content screening system that 
enables to visualise the expression of targeted protein 
and estimate the effect of compounds on it, discovering 
potential “hits”; 

➔ Brightny — cloud-based big data analytic tool to assess 
the compound’s activity along the mRNA life cycle, its 
impact on other proteins and pathways; 

➔ Compass — technology that uses assays and algorithms 
to identify compound mechanisms of action and further 
targets of specific mRNAs.

Anima’s technology is supported with 7 patents, 15 peer-reviewed 
publications and 17 scientific collaborations. Besides, Anima Biotech 
has signed a partnership with Lilly for the discovery of translational 
inhibitors of undisclosed Lilly’s targets. This collaboration provides 
Anima with $30 million in upfront payments and $14 million in 
research funding. 

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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Black Diamond Therapeutics was founded in 2017 by David M. Epstein, Ph.D., and Elizabeth Buck, Ph.D., and 
began developing its MAP platform and chemistry discovery engine with Versant Ventures. The MAP, a 
proprietary drug discovery tool, allows the company to analyze population-level genetic sequencing data to 
recognize oncogenic mutations which promote cancer across tumor types, classify these mutations into 
families, and create a single small molecule therapy in a MasterKey manner that targets a particular family of 
mutations. 

How Black Diamond Therapeutics uses AI in R&D? 

The MAP algorithm ranks 
mutations for possible 
oncogenicity based on 
genetic and proteomic 

features. 

Oncogenicity of mutations 
confirms via cell and 
tumor models. Due to 

protein conformational 
changes, mutation are 

grouped in families.

Single small molecule 
product candidates are 

created, each engineered 
to inhibit only the intended 

mutation family.

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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Discover Reveal Target

Black Diamond Therapeutics 
has raised $197.1M in 
funding over 4 rounds. 
Company’s stock opened 
with $19.00 in its Jan 29, 
2020 IPO. Total sum of IPO 
raised money exceeded 
$231.1M with organization 
valuation of $651M.



 How DEARGEN uses AI in R&D?

DEARGEN, founded in December of 2016, is an IT-BIO start-up building a drug discovery platform using artificial 
intelligence technology. DEARGEN improves the treatment of rare and difficult-to-treat diseases by combining 
AI and collective knowledge. Dr. UG is a drug discovery AI platform based on DEARGEN's deep learning 
technology. It specializes in the early stages of drug development, from Target identification to Lead 
optimization.

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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AI-Powered
Target Discovery

DearTRANS is a platform 
that quickly compares and 
analyzes huge amounts of 
genomic data and presents 

the results visually.

WX presents biomarkers, 
based on raw transcriptome 
data. It is an AI technology 

that can find predictive 
biomarkers and prognostic 
markers of cancer, and the 
mode of action (MOA) of 

disease targets.

AI-Powered
Drug Design

DearDTI presents drug 
candidates with a good 

efficacy by predicting the 
binding affinity, based on 

information about the 
compound-protein 

interactions.

MolEQ designs novel 
compounds by optimizing 

multiple properties such as 
efficacy and toxicity of a lead 

compound.



Generate 
Genomic Results 

Transform 
Unstructured Data

Deliver 
Actionable Insights 

Tempus — a technology company specializing in precision medicine and AI use in the healthcare sector. 
Tempus created a set of algorithms that performs genomic profiling of patients’ samples to choose optimal 
existing treatment. Tempus owns three biological data panels — Tempus|xT (648 genes), Tempus|xE (exome of 
±20,000 genes), Tempus|xF (liquid biopsy of 105 genes) that provide unique sequencing abilities for different 
types of cancer. 

Tempus — utilizing AI to identify best cancer treatment strategies

The company has total funding of 
$1.1 billion provided by 10 
investors in 11 funding rounds. 
Tempus has entered multiple  
collaborations, including A2 
Biotherapeutics, Hummingbird 
Bioscience, Genmab etc.  

Use of genomic, RNA and 
proteomic data to analyze 

patient's tumor and find 
therapeutic options. 

Screening of all available 
clinical data to understand 

the context of each 
specific patient case. 

Integration of clinical data, 
choice of treatment 

options using algorithms 
and machine learning. 
Contacting physicians.

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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How Valo Health uses AI in R&D? 

Valo Health — a technological company that specializes in accelerated machine learning-based drug 
discovery and development with the oncological, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative focus of candidates in 
the pipeline. Valo Health’s proprietary computational platform Valo's Opal Computational Platform™ integrates 
human-centric data on each step of drug development, an approach that allows making the process of 
therapeutics discovery lower in cost and failure rate. 

Identification of 
disease-related therapeutic 
targets, biomarkers using 

ML algorithms. 

Molecule Design

Iterative “closed-loop” 
self-reinforcing platform for 
small molecule drug design.   

Proprietary models to 
predict clinical-stage 

criterias: safety, efficacy, 
patient selection, and 

disease selection. 

Target Discovery Clinical Development

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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Proscia — AI-based image analysis to diagnose cancer 

Proscia was founded in 2014 in Baltimore, MD and now is one of the leading companies in 
computational pathology. Applying AI techniques to analyze microscopic images of 
oncological samples, Proscia aims to introduce technological innovations to traditional 
cancer diagnosis. The company has access to more than 1 million whole-slide images for AI 
research, 4 U.S. patents and funding of $35.3 million.  

Concentriq® for Research

Concentriq® Dx for 
Diagnostic Laboratories

DermaAI

Prostate Cancer Research

● Integrated image analysis in research that includes: centralized data management, 
automated data capture, functionalizing big data. 

● Intelligent workflow application that eliminates error-prone manual tasks for 
pathological analysis, CE-marked for use in Europe and allowed to exploit remotely in 
the US during COVID-19 pandemics. 

● Software for pre-classification of skin cases that showed 98% accuracy in a real 
laboratory setting on skin biopsies. Allows to classify, prioritize and distribute cases 
among specialists.

● A partnership with leading research laboratories to discover solutions for accelerated 
and efficient prostate cancer diagnosis. 

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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 How Lantern Pharma uses AI in R&D?
Lantern Pharma is a life science enterprise that is enhancing and speeding the development of precision 
oncology treatments via analyzing biomarker signatures and developing personalized drug therapies by 
combining artificial intelligence, genomics, and machine learning.

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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Lantern's proprietary platform, RADR, which combines data analytics, experimental biology, biotechnology, and machine learning, is primarily 
used to forecast how patients will react to Lantern's medications as well as other drugs that Lantern is reviewing and analyzing. Lantern 
Pharma is constantly improving RADR in order to expand therapeutic portfolio and identify patient groups that can benefit from their 
therapies.

RADR Workflow: 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.lanternpharma.com/&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632496666487000&usg=AOvVaw1Vqefqmo-Xq9p2VwIEcfGy


MoleScope is an optical magnifier device that might be 
attached to the mobile phone and connected to a 
mobile app. MoleScope takes a detailed image of the 
mole and sends it to the DermEngine web-platform for 
examination.

DermEngine seamlessly connects with MoleScope and 
other dermoscopes on the market. DermEngine uses 
Artificial Intelligence to help dermatologists to detect 
possible cases of melanoma at an early stage, when 
treatment has the best chance of success.

 How MetaOptima uses AI in R&D?

Meta Optima is a teledermatology and digital health company. The company, founded in 2012, is based in Vancouver, 
Canada. The main goal of the company is to empower people with advanced digital health technologies and reduce 
skin cancer risks. MetaOptima has the potential not just to help patients but to reduce healthcare system spending 
with early diagnostics and prevention of terminal forms of cancer.

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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MetaOptima has two core products — MoleScope and DermEngine both aimed to detect skin cancer with Artificial Intelligence and improve 
the accuracy of the dermatologists' diagnoses. While MoleScope is mainly targeted for average users, DermEngine platform might be used by 
health professionals and researchers.

https://www.metaoptima.com


 How SkinVision uses AI in R&D?

SkinVision is a regulated medical service that helps patients to control their skin and prevent skin cancer. Empowered 
by a highly accurate AI-based algorithm, SkinVision app combines cutting-edge technology with dermatologists 
expertise and support. SkinVision is clinically validated and can detect signs of most common skin cancers with 95% 
sensitivity.

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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The SkinVision app is the main product of the SkinVision service. 
Based on patient skin type and skin risk profile SkinVision provides 
users with personalized skin health advice, using Artificial Intelligence 
and help of dedicated experts. SkinVision also lets helps users to set 
reminders that aimed to help users more easily adopt and follow a 
skin health regimen. SkinVision embraces the idea that technology 
can get patient to a doctor at the right time.

SkinVision Partners: 

SkinVision is a clinically validated, regulated medical device. It 
was registered and marked with CE mark, TGA approval, and has 
ISO certification. SkinVision has partnerships with doctors, 
pharmaceutical companies and health insurers worldwide to 
spread awareness about skin cancer and promote digital 
dermatology.

https://www.skinvision.com


Core Product: 

 How Freenome uses AI in R&D?

Freenome, a biotechnology and life-science company, that developed Artificial Intelligence bioscience platform 
for early cancer detection using a routine blood draw. By combining deep expertise in molecular biology with 
advanced computational biology and machine learning techniques to recognize disease-associated patterns 
among circulating, cell-free biomarkers, Frenome developed simple and accurate blood tests for early cancer 
detection. 

Notable Use Cases: AI for Oncology Therapeutics
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PREEMPT CRC is Freenome’s prospective clinical trial that is 
enrolling about 25,000 average-risk individuals. The trial aims to 
validate a blood test that can provide an accurate and screening for 
CRC (Colorectal Cancer) and to support its submission for approval 
by the U.S. Government. The study will last till the end of the 2021 
year.

Freenome Artificial Intelligence mechanisms are trained on 
cancer-positive blood samples. With a such digital library, Freenome 
digital platform learns which biomarker patterns signify cancer's 
type and advice effective treatment pathways. The platform 
integrates assays for cell-free DNA with advanced computational 
biology and machine learning technique to deliver the most accurate 
results. 

PREEMPT CRC Study Sites: 

Cleveland 
Clinic UPMC School of 

Public Health

https://www.freenome.com
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10
83North
8VC

Abstract Ventures

11

12
A-Level Capital13

14

Accel15

Access Biotechnology16

Access Industries17

Acequia Capital18

Adage Capital Management19

Advantage Capital20

AirTree Ventures
Aisling Capital

Alexandria Venture Investments

Advent Life Sciences21
AGORANOV22

23
24

Ajax Health25
AJI Capital26
AJS Investments27
Alexandria Real Estate Equities28
Alexandria Venture29

30
Alium Capital
Alix Ventures

AFFPC

31

32
Allen & Company33

34

AllianceBernstein35

Alpha Intelligence Capital36

Amadeus Capital Partners37

AME Cloud Ventures38

Amgen Ventures39
aMoon Fund40

Andreessen Horowitz
Ankur Capital

ArrowMark Partners

Amplify Partners41

Analytics Ventures
43
44

APEX Ventures45

Aquarius Equity Partners46

Arboretum Ventures47

ARCH Venture Partners48

ARK Investment Management49

50

Artis Ventures (AV)
Ascend Capital Partners

Asset Management Ventures 

51

52

Ascent Venture Partners53

54

ATAI Life Sciences55

Atinum Investment56

Atlantic Labs57

Atlas Venture58

Atomico59

AV8 Ventures60

42

http://www.5ycap.com/en/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/3w-fund-management
http://4catalyzer.com/
http://www.7gate.vc/
http://www.112capital.com/
http://www.3i.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/4fo-ventures
http://500.co/
http://www.5amventures.com
https://www.agastiyabiotech.com/
http://6dimensionscapital.com/en/teams/
http://www.83north.com/
http://www.8vc.com/
http://www.abstract.vc/
http://www.alevelcapital.com/
http://www.accel.com/
http://accessbio-tech.com/
http://www.accessindustries.com/
http://acecap.com/
http://www.adagecapital.com/
http://www.advantagecap.com/
http://www.airtree.vc/
http://www.aislingcapital.com/
http://www.are.com/venture-investments.html
http://www.adventls.com/
http://www.agoranov.com/
https://www.ajaxhealth.com/
https://www.ajicap.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/ajax-health
http://www.are.com/
http://www.are.com/venture-investments.html
https://aliumcap.com/
https://alix.vc/
http://affpc.org/
https://alleninvestments.com/
http://www.alliancebernstein.com/
http://aicapital.ai/
https://amadeuscapital.com/
http://www.amecloudventures.com/
https://www.amgenbd.com/aboutamgen
https://amoon.fund/
http://www.a16z.com/
http://www.ankurcapital.com/
https://arrowmarkpartners.com/
http://www.amplifypartners.com/
http://www.analyticsventures.com/
http://www.apex.ventures/
http://www.aquariusequity.com/
http://www.arboretumvc.com/
http://www.archventure.com/
https://ark-invest.com/
http://www.av.co/
http://ascend-cp.com
http://www.assetman.com/
http://www.ascentvp.com/
http://atai.life/
http://www.atinuminvest.co.kr/
http://www.atlanticlabs.de/
http://atlasventure.com/
http://www.atomico.com/
http://av8.vc/
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Baird Capital

Deep Pharma Intelligence

Axilor Ventures
B Capital Group

Banco Santander

Avenir Entreprises Gestion61
AVIC Trust62

63
64

Baidu Ventures65
Baillie Gifford66
Bain Capital Life Sciences67

Agastiya Biotech
68

Balderton69

70
Bangarang Group
Banque de Vizille

Bay City Capital

71

72
Battery Ventures73

74

BEENEXT75

Beresford Ventures76

Berkeley SkyDeck77

Berkeley SkyDeck Fund78

Better Ventures79
BIG BOOSTER80

Biospring Partners
Biotechnology Value Fund

Blackstone Group

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation81
BioAdvance82

83
84

BioVenture85
Black Diamond Ventures86
Black Point Group87
BlackRock88
BlackRock Innovation Capital89

90
Block.one
Blue Bear Ventures

Boehringer Ingelheim VF

91

92
Blue Ocean Capital93

94

Bold Capital Partners95

BootstrapLabs96

Borealis Ventures97

Borun Capital98

Boston Millennia Partners99

Boxer Capital100

btov Partners
Business Finland

Cantos

Bpifrance101

Bristol Myers Squibb
103
104

BVF Partners105

Calculus Capital106

CIRM107

Cambridge Enterprise108

Canaan Partners109

110

Capitol Health Ltd
CARB-X

Castor Ventures

111

112

Casdin Capital113

114

Catalio Capital Management115

Cathay Innovation116

Cavendish Impact Capital117

CBC118

CDC Group119

CDH Investments120

102

http://www.balderton.com/
http://www.axilor.com/
http://www.bcapgroup.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/balderton-capital
http://www.avenir-entreprises.fr/
http://www.avictc.com/
http://bv.ai/
https://www.bailliegifford.com/
http://rwbaird.com/
https://www.agastiyabiotech.com/
http://www.santander.com/
http://www.banquedevizille.fr/
http://www.battery.com/
http://www.baycitycapital.com/
http://www.battery.com/
http://www.beenext.com/
https://www.beresfordventures.com/
http://skydeck.berkeley.edu/
http://www.skydeck.vc/
http://better.vc/
http://www.bigbooster.org/
https://www.biospring.com/
http://www.bvflp.com/
http://blackstone.com/
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/
http://www.bioadvance.com/
http://www.bioventure.com.cn/
http://www.bdventures.com/
http://www.blackpointgroup.com/
http://www.blackrock.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/black-point-group
http://block.one/
https://bbv.io/
http://www.boehringer-ingelheim-venture.com/
http://www.luanhai.com/
http://www.boldcapitalpartners.com/
http://bootstraplabs.com/
http://www.borealisventures.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/bootstraplabs
http://www.bostonmillenniapartners.com/
http://www.tavistock.com/portfolio/tavistock-life-sciences/boxer-capital/
http://www.btov.vc/
https://www.businessfinland.fi/
http://cantos.vc/
http://bpifrance.fr/
http://www.bms.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/btovpartners
http://www.calculuscapital.com/
http://www.cirm.ca.gov/
https://www.enterprise.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.canaan.com/
http://capitolhealth.com.au/
http://www.carb-x.org/
https://www.avgfunds.com/castor-ventures/
http://www.casdincapital.com/
https://www.cataliocapital.com/
http://www.cathayinnovation.com/
https://www.cavendishimpactcapital.com/
http://www.cbc.ca/
http://www.cdcgroup.com/
http://www.cdhfund.com/
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Clave Mayor

Deep Pharma Intelligence

China Life Healthcare Fund
China Merchants Capital

CMG-SDIC Capital Management

CDTI121
China Bridge Capital122

123
124

Cigna Ventures125
CITRIS Foundry126
City Hill Ventures127

Agastiya Biotech
128

CLI Ventures129

130
Coatue
Colorcon

Commodore Capital

131

132
Colt Ventures133

134

Connecticut Innovations135

Cormorant Asset Management136

Corvex137

Cota Capital138

Counterpoint Global139
CTI Life Sciences Fund140

Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma
DCM Ventures

Declaration Partners

Curative Ventures141
D. E. Shaw Research142

143
144

DCVC145
DCVC Bio146
Debiopharm Group147
Debiopharm Innovation Fund148
Decheng Capital149

150
Deep Track Capital
Deerfield

Deerfield Management

151

152
Deerfield Capital Management153

154

Delin Ventures155

Dell Technologies Capital156

Dexcel Pharma157

DHVC158

Dolby Family Ventures159

Dream Incubator160

Driehaus Capital Management
Droia Ventures

E Squared Capital Management

Dreamit Health161

Dreamit Ventures
163
164

dRx Capital165

DSC Investment166

Duke Angel Network167

Duquesne Family Office168

Dynamk Capital169

170

EASME
Echo Health Ventures

EDBI

171

172

EcoR1 Capital173

174

Eight Roads Ventures175

Emerald Development Managers176

Endpoint Ventures177

Entrepreneur First178

EOS VC Fund179

Euclidean Capital180

162

http://clavemayor.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/china-life-healthcare-fund
http://www.cmcapital.com.cn/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/cmg-sdic-capital-management
http://www.cdti.es/
http://chinabridgecapital.com/
https://www.cignaventures.com/
http://citrisfoundry.org/
http://cityhillventures.com/
https://www.agastiyabiotech.com/
https://www.cli.ventures/
http://coatue.com/
http://www.colorcon.com/
https://www.commodorecapital.com/
http://www.coltventures.com/
http://www.ctinnovations.com/
http://cormorant.com/
https://www.corvexsafety.com/
https://cotacapital.com/
https://www.morganstanley.com/im/en-ch/intermediary-investor/about-us/investment-teams/active-fundamental-equity/counterpoint-global-team.html
http://www.ctisciences.com/
http://www.ds-pharma.com/
http://www.dcm.com/
http://declarationpartners.com/
http://curativeventures.com/
http://www.deshawresearch.com/
http://www.dcvc.com/
https://www.dcvc.com/companies.html#dcvc-bio
http://www.debiopharm.com/
https://www.debiopharm.com/digital-health/
https://www.decheng.com/
https://www.deeptrackcapital.com/
http://www.deerfield.com/
https://www.deerfield.com/
http://www.deerfieldcapital.com/
https://delinventures.com/
https://www.delltechnologiescapital.com/
http://www.dexcel.com/
http://dh.vc/
http://dolbyventures.com/
https://www.dreamincubator.co.jp/
http://www.driehaus.com/
http://droiaventures.com/
http://www.esquaredcapital.com/
http://dreamithealth.com/
http://www.dreamit.com/
http://www.drxcapital.com/
http://dscinvestment.com/
https://dukeangelnetwork.duke.edu/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/duquesne-family-office
http://www.dynamk.vc/
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en
http://www.echohealthventures.com/
http://www.edbi.com/
http://ecor1cap.com/
https://eightroads.com/en/
http://www.emeraldmanagers.com/
https://www.endpoint.vc/
http://www.joinef.com/
https://vc.eos.io/partners/galaxy/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/euclidean-capital


Laurion Capital Management
LBO France

Lauder Partners
LaunchCapital

Leaps by Bayer
Legend Star
LEO Innovation Lab

KDB Bank

Kamet
KB Securities

KDB Capital
KdT Ventures

King Star Capital
Khosla Ventures

 Koch Disruptive Technologies
 Korea Investment Partners
 KTB Network
 LabCorp
 Lake Bleu Capital
 Lansdowne Partners

Janchor Partners
January Capital

Italian Angels for Growth
IvyCap Ventures

Janus Henderson Investors
Kaiser Permanente
Kakao Ventures.

IRA Capital
Iron Yard Ventures
Irving Investors
iSeed Ventures
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HKSTP

Deep Pharma Intelligence

Highline Capital Management
Hike Ventures

HOPU 

Hengxu Capital241
Heritage Provider Network242

243
244

Hillhouse Capital Group245
Hitachi Ventures246
Hiventures247

Agastiya Biotech
248

Hongyou Investment249

250
Horizon 2020
Hoxton Ventures

Icon Ventures

251

252
Hyperplane Venture Capital253

254

ICONIQ Growth255

IDG Capital256

Illumina257

Indaco Venture Partners258

IndieBio259
Industry Ventures260

Innovate UK
Intel Capital

INGENIUM Emilia Romagna261
Initialized Capital262

263
264

Intermountain Ventures265
International Private Bank 266
InterVest Co.267
Invus268
IQ Capital269

270
271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279
280

281

283
284

285

286

287

288

289

290
291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299
300

282

https://www.laurioncap.com/
https://www.lbofrance.com/en/
https://lauderpartners.com/
https://www.launchcapital.com/
https://leaps.bayer.com/
http://www.legendstar.com.cn/
https://leoinnovationlab.com/
https://www.kdbbank.eu//
https://www.kametventures.com/
https://www.kbsec.com/go.able
https://www.kdbc.co.kr/
https://www.kdtvc.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/king-star-capital
https://www.khoslaventures.com/
https://kochdisruptivetechnologies.com/
http://kipvc.com/
http://www.ktbnetwork.com/home/en/main/main.do
https://www.labcorp.com/
https://lakebleu-cap.com/
https://www.lansdownepartners.com/
http://www.janchorpartners.com/
https://www.january.capital/
https://www.italianangels.net/
https://www.ivycapventures.com/
https://www.janushenderson.com/fr-fr/
https://healthy.kaiserpermanente.org/front-door
https://medium.com/kakaoventures
https://www.iracapital.com/
https://www.iracapital.com/
http://irvinginvestors.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/iseed-ventures
https://www.hkstp.org/en/index.aspx
https://www.highlinecap.com/
https://hikevc.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/hopu-fund
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/hengxu-capital
http://heritageprovidernetwork.com/
http://www.hillhousecap.com/
https://www.hitachi.com/
https://hiventures.hu/hu
https://www.agastiyabiotech.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/hongyou-investment
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/
https://www.hoxtonventures.com/
http://www.iconventures.com/
http://hyperplane.vc/
https://iconiqgrowth.com/
http://en.idgcapital.com/
http://www.illumina.com/
https://www.indacosgr.com/
http://www.indiebio.co/
http://www.industryventures.com/
http://www.innovateuk.gov.uk/
http://www.intelcapital.com/
http://www.meta-group.com/all-meta-projects/Pages/INGENIUM-Emilia-Romagna-I-Fund.aspx
http://www.initialized.com/
https://intermountainhealthcare.org/about/transforming-healthcare/innovation/business-development/ventures/
https://www.ipbvi.com/about
http://www.intervest.co.kr/html/main.html
https://www.invus.com/
https://iqcapital.vc/


Mirae Asset Global Investments

LifeSci Venture Partners

Life Sciences Partners
Lifeforce Capital

LIFTT
Lilly Asia Ventures

Linear Venture
Linear Capital Partners.

Liquid 2 Ventures
Logos Capital
Longevity Vision Fund
Longevitytech.fund
Luminous Ventures
Lundbeck
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301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309

310

Lux Capital

311
312
313

314

M12 - Microsoft's Venture Fund315

MACSF316

Madrona Venture Group317

Maison Capital318

Marshall Wace319
Marubeni320

Maverick Ventures
Merantix

Metaventures

MassChallenge321
MassDevelopment322

323
324

Merck GHIF325
Meridian Street Capital326
Merstal Ltd.327
Metaplanet Holdings328
Metavallon VC329

330
MTVP
Mirae Asset Capital

Mission BioCapital

331
332

Mission Bay Capital
333

334

MIM
335

Moore Strategic Ventures
336

MPM Capital
337

Mubadala
338

Mubadala Capital Ventures
339
340

National Science Foundation
NEO

Nex Cubed

National Cancer Institute341

National Institutes of Health
343
344

Nest.Bio Ventures345

Neue Fund346

New Enterprise Associates347

New World TMT Ltd348

New York Ventures349

350

Nextech Invest
Nikon

Novaquest Capital Management

351
352

Northpond Ventures353

354

Nvidia Inception355

O2h Ventures356

Oak HC/FT357

Oasis Capital358

Obvious Ventures359

Octagon Capital Partners360

342

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/mirae-asset-global-investments
https://www.lifesciventure.com/
https://www.lspvc.com/
https://www.lifeforcecap.com/
https://www.liftt.com/
https://www.lillyasiaventures.com/
http://www.linear.vc/
http://www.linearcp.com/
https://liquid2.vc/
https://www.logoscapital.com/
https://lvf.vc/
https://www.longevitytech.fund/en/home
https://www.luminous.vc/
https://www.lundbeck.com/global
https://luxcapital.com/
https://m12.vc/
https://www.macsf.fr/
https://www.madrona.com/
http://www.maisoncapital.com/
https://www.mwam.com/
https://www.marubeni.com/jp/
https://www.maverickventures.com/
https://www.merantix.com/
https://www.metaventures.co/
https://masschallenge.org/
https://www.massdevelopment.com/
https://www.merckghifund.com/
https://www.meridianstreetcapital.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/merstal-ltd
https://metaplanet.com/
https://metavallon.vc/
https://www.mtvlp.com/
https://cm.miraeasset.co.in/
https://www.missionbiocapital.com/
https://www.missionbaycapital.com/
http://www.monasheecap.com/
https://www.moore-ventures.com/the-team
https://www.mpmcapital.com/
https://www.mubadala.com/
https://www.mubadala.com/
http://www.nsf.gov/
https://neo.org/
https://www.nex3.com/
https://www.cancer.gov/
https://www.nih.gov/
https://www.nest.bio/
https://neuefund.com/
http://www.nea.com
https://www.nwd.com.hk/
http://www.nyvp.com/
https://www.nextechinvest.com/
https://www.nikon.co.jp/
https://www.novaquest.com/
http://www.northpondventures.com/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/startups/
https://o2hventures.com/
https://www.oakhcft.com/
https://oasiscapitalghana.com/v2/
https://obvious.com/
https://www.octagoncap.com/


Plug and Play Tech Center

Omega Funds

Octopus Ventures
Olive Tree Capital

OMERS Ventures
OrbiMed

Oséo
OS Fund

OUP
OurCrowd
Outsized Ventures
Overkill Ventures
Palantir Technologies
Pan-Lin Capital
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Parkwalk Advisors
ParticleX
Partner Fund Management
Patient Square Capital
Pavilion Capital
Paxion Capital Partners
Pear VC

Pfizer Venture Investments
PHC Holdings

Pitch@Palace

Peking University Mingde Fund
Perceptive Advisors

PHS Capital
Pi Ventures
PICC
PPEI S.A.
Piedmont Capital Investments

Pivotal bioVenture Partners
Planven Entrepreneur Ventures

Portfolia
Point Sur Investors

Primary Venture Partners
Princeton Alumni Angels
PSP Investments
Pura Vida Investments
Purity Star

RA Capital Management
Razor's Edge Ventures

Regal Funds Management

Qiming Venture Partners341

R42 Group
343
344

Rearden Capital Management LLC345

Red Cell Partners346

Redalpine347

Redmile Group348

Refactor Capital349

350

Renaissance Venture Capital
Revo Capital

Ridgeback Capital

351
352

RROTRSF353

354

Rising Tide355

Robin Hood Ventures356

Roche357

Roche Venture Fund358

Rock Springs Capital359

RTW Investments LLC360

342
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

370
371
372
373

374

375

376

377

378

379
380

381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

390
391
392
393

394

395

396

397

398

399
400

401

403
404
405
406
407
408
409

410
411
412
413

414

415

416

417

418

419
420

402

https://www.plugandplaytechcenter.com/
https://omegafunds.com/
https://octopusventures.com/
https://www.olivetreecapital.com/
https://www.omersventures.com/
https://www.orbimed.com/
https://www.bpifrance.fr/
https://osfund.co/
https://oup.vc/
https://www.ourcrowd.com/
https://www.outsized.vc/
https://www.overkill.vc/
https://www.palantir.com/
http://www.panlincap.com/
https://parkwalkadvisors.com/
https://particlex.com/
https://pfmhealthsciences.com/
https://patientsquarecapital.com/
http://www.pavilioncapital.com/
https://paxion.com/
https://www.pear.vc/
https://www.pfizer.com/about/partners/venture-investments
http://www.phchd.com/jp
https://pitchatpalace.com/
http://www.pkumingde.com/
https://www.perceptivelife.com/
http://www.phsfund.com/
https://www.piventures.in/
https://www.piccamc.com/
https://www.group.pictet/
http://piedmontcapitalpartners.com/
https://pivotalbiovp.com/
https://www.planvenev.com/
https://www.portfolia.co/
http://www.pointsurinvestors.com/
https://www.primary.vc/
https://www.princetonalumniangels.org/
https://www.investpsp.com/en/
https://www.puravidainvestments.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/purity-star
https://www.racap.com/
https://www.razorsvc.com/
https://www.regalfm.com/site/content/
https://www.qimingvc.com/
https://www.r42group.com/
https://reardencapital.com/
https://redcellpartners.com/
https://redalpine.com/
http://redmilegroup.com/
https://refactor.com/
https://renvcf.com/
https://www.revo.vc/
http://www.ridgebackcap.com/
https://revolution.com/entity/rotr/
https://rtf.vc/
https://www.robinhoodventures.com/
https://www.roche.com/
https://www.roche.com/venturefund.htm
https://www.rockspringscapital.com/
https://www.rtwfunds.com/


South Park Commons

S.R.I.W.

Rubio Impact Ventures
Ruvento

Sabby Capital
Samsara BioCapita

Sanofi
Sanabil

Scale Venture Partners
Schusterman Foundation
Section 32
Selvedge Venture
Sequoia Capital
Sequoia Capital China
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421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429

430

Shangbay Capital

431
432
433

434

Shenzhen Xiaoxi Holdings435
Sherpa Venture Capital436

Sierra Ventures437

SignalFire438

Sino Biopharmaceutical439
Sinovation Ventures440

Skip Capital
SKS PE

SoGal Ventures

Sixty Degree Capital441
SK Global Chemical442

443
444

Sky9 Capital445
Smedvig Capital446
SoftBank447
Softbank Ventures Asia448
SoftBank Vision Fund449

450
Soleria Capital
SOSV

Square Peg Capital

451
452

Sphera Global Healthcare Fund
453

454

St. John's College
455

StageDotO
456

StartX (Stanford-StartX Fund)
457

Sto-Rahoitus
458

Stripes
459
460

SV Angel
Swisscom Ventures

TechU Ventures

Surveyor Capital461

Suvretta Capital Management
463
464

SymphonyAI465

T. Rowe Price466

Talos VC467

Tavistock Group468

TD Veen469

470

TEDCO
Temasek Holdings

Terra Magnum Capital Partners

471
472

Tencent473

474

The Baupost Group475

The Chartered Group476

The Jagen Group477

Think.Health478

Third Kind Venture Capital479

Third Rock Ventures480

462

https://www.southparkcommons.com/
https://www.sriw.be/fr/
https://www.rubio.vc/
http://www.ruvento.com/
http://www.sabbycapital.com/
https://www.samsaracap.com/
https://www.sanofi.com/
https://www.sanabil.com/en/home
https://www.scalevp.com/
https://www.schusterman.org/
https://section32.com/
https://www.selvedgeventure.com/
https://www.sequoiacap.com/
https://www.sequoiacap.cn/en
https://www.shangbaycapital.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/shenzhen-xiaoxi-holdings
http://www.sherpahp.com/
https://www.sierraventures.com/
https://signalfire.com/
http://www.sinobiopharm.com/
https://sinovationventures.com/
https://www.skipcapital.com/
http://skspe.com/
https://www.sogalventures.com/
https://www.sixtydegreecapital.com/
http://eng.skgeocentric.com/
https://www.sky9capital.com/
https://smedvigcapital.com/
https://group.softbank/en/philosophy
http://www.softbank.co.kr/
https://visionfund.com/
http://www.soleriacapital.com/
https://sosv.com/
http://www.squarepegcap.com/
http://www.spherafund.com/sphera_global_healthcare_fund.html
https://www.sjc.edu/
https://www.stagedoto.com/
http://startx.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/sto-rahoitus
https://www.stripes.co/
http://www.svangel.com/
https://ventures.swisscom.com/
https://techuventures.com/
https://www.citadel.com/investment-strategies/surveyor-capital/
https://www.suvcap.com/users/sign_in
https://www.symphonyai.com/
http://www.troweprice.com/
https://talosvc.com/
http://www.tavistock.com/
http://tdveen.no/en/
https://www.tedcomd.com/
https://www.temasek.com.sg/en/index
http://www.terramagnumcap.com/
https://www.tencent.com/en-us/
https://www.baupost.com/login
https://charteredgroup.com/
http://jagengroup.com/home/
http://think-health.de/
http://www.3kvc.com/
https://www.thirdrockventures.com/


WONIK Investment Partners

Tiger Global Management

Thorney Investment
Tiantu Capital

Touchdown Venturesl
Trend Investment Group

Two Sigma Ventures
TSVC

UL Ventures
University of Cambridge Interprise
Upsher Smith Laboratories
UTEC 
Vanedge Capital
Varian
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Vectr
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venBio Partners495
Venture Kick496

Versant Ventures497

Vertex Ventures Israel498

Verve Ventures499
Vienna Insurance Group500

Vives Louvain Technology Fund
Vizille Capital Innovation

Westwood Ventures

Viking Global Investors501
Viva BioInnovator502
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Walden Riverwood Venturesl505
Watson Capital Partners506
Watson Investment507
Wavemaker 360508
Wellington Management509
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WI Harper Group
Wisemont Capital

Woodline Partners
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Woodford Investment
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WuXi AppTec
515

WuXi Healthcare Ventures
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Wuxi Venture Capital Group
517

XTX Ventures
518

Y Combinator
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ZhenFund
Zhongyuan Union Cell & Gene Eng

Yael Capital Management Limited521

Yitu Technology
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Zola Global Investors525
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http://www.wiipco.com/kr/
https://www.tigerglobal.com/
https://thorney.com.au/
http://www.tiantu.com.cn/cn/index.aspx
https://www.touchdownvc.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/trend-investment-group
https://twosigmaventures.com/
https://www.tsvcap.com/
https://www.ul.com/about/ventures
https://www.enterprise.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.upsher-smith.com/
https://www.ut-ec.co.jp/english/
https://www.vanedgecapital.com/
https://www.varian.com/
https://vectr.com/
http://venbio.com/
https://www.venturekick.ch/
https://www.versantventures.com/
https://www.vertexventures.co.il/
https://www.verve.vc/
https://www.vig.com/en/home.html
https://www.vivesfund.com/fr
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/vizille-capital-innovation
https://www.av.vc/funds/westwood
https://vikingglobal.com/
https://www.vivabioinnovator.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/walden-riverwood-ventures
https://www.sky9capital.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/watson-capital-partners
https://www.peterwatsoninvestments.com/
https://www.wavemaker360.com/
https://www.wellington.com/en/
https://wiharper.com/
http://www.wisemontcapital.com/
https://woodlinepartners.com/
https://woodfordfunds.com/
https://www.wuxiapptec.com/
http://www.wuxiventures.com/
http://www.wxvcg.com/
https://www.xtxmarkets.com/ventures/
http://www.ycombinator.com/
http://www.zhenfund.com/
http://www.vcanbio.com/
http://www.yaelcapital.com/
http://www.yitutech.com/en/
https://www.zolaglobal.com/
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Key Takeaways

1. A major part of AI-driven biotech startups is pursuing drug discovery and 
preclinical/clinical development programs in oncology, including at least 175 companies 
from the list of more than 500 most active such companies, profiled by Deep Pharma 
Intelligence. 

2. Most AI-companies with oncology R&D programs in their activities are focused on target 
discovery and hit discovery.

3. The application of AI in oncology drug research is primarily driven by the complexity of 
this therapeutics area. Cancer is a complex disease that has a unique genotype and 
phenotype for the individual patient. Additionally, cancer is an extremely heterogeneous 
disease, so the molecular and genetic features can diverge among the cells even in the 
same tumour. This level of complexity requires adequate analytical tools for both data 
processing and predictions. Based on this, AI systems are a perfect tool for cancer drug 
development.  

4. Most of the top AI-biotechs have oncology in their research services offering or have 
anti-cancer preclinical or clinical drug candidates in their own pipelines. This might be 
influenced not only by the “traditional bias” of pharma companies towards oncology 
drug discovery, but also by a perceived attractiveness of this therapeutic area for 
biotech investors, prioritizing oncology-focused companies for their portfolios. 

5. The AI in Pharma market growth rate, as well as its overall M&A and collaboration 
scene, clearly indicates the investment expediency both on targeted, private and stock 
market levels.



Deep Pharma Intelligence (DPI) is producing regular analytical reports on major areas of high-potential in the pharmaceutical and healthcare 
industries, maintaining ratings of companies and governments based on their innovation potential and business activity in the BioTech space, 
and providing strategic consulting and investment analytics to top-tier clients. DPI is a joint venture between Deep Knowledge Analytics and 
BiopharmaTrend. 

Pharma Division of Deep Knowledge Analytics (PD-DKA), a 
specialized subsidiary of Deep Knowledge Analytics (DKA), the 
leading analytical entity specifically focused on deep intelligence of 
the high-potential areas in the pharma industry, including artificial 
intelligence (AI) for drug discovery sector. 

Deep Knowledge Analytics Pharma Division serves as the main 
source of investment intelligence and analytics for AI-Pharma, a 
specialized index hedge fund for the AI in the drug discovery sector. 
PD-DKA’s insights are frequently covered by top media such as 
Forbes and the Financial Times, and are acknowledged by top 
pharma executives. 

BPT Analytics (BiopharmaTrend) — a rapidly growing analytical 
portal and media resource, dedicated to tracking emerging 
companies (startups/scaleups), innovations, investments, and trends 
in the pharma and biotech space.

BiopharmaTrend’s reports and articles were  referenced by Deloitte, 
Forbes, and other high profile media and consulting companies.

BiopharmaTrend is a media partner to a number of top-tier 
conferences and symposia in preclinical and clinical research, and 
healthcare research.
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About Deep Pharma Intelligence

https://www.deep-pharma.tech/
https://ai-pharma.dka.global/
https://www.biopharmatrend.com/


   Services: 

● Investment analytics. 

● Preliminary due-diligence (business, science and technology, 
intellectual property (IP) profiling, freedom of operation 
assessment, legal assessment etc).

● Comprehensive due-diligence (deep business, science and 
technology assessment, IP and legal assessment, growth 
potential assessment etc).

● Infringement analysis of technology (i.g. If you plan to partner 
or invest in a data-analytics biotechs, or AI-development 
vendors, it is essential to understand their technological 
assets, both in terms of innovation potential and in terms of 
legal protection and non-infringement risk management).

● SWOT analysis of companies and technological sectors, 
competitive profiling.

● Industry profiling and growth strategy development for 
top-tier companies and governments.

Deep Pharma Intelligence (DPI) is a strategic partner to the 
leading Life Science organizations, investment institutions (VC 
funds, investment banks), and governments across the globe — in 
matters related to investment analytics, strategic positioning, and 
policy development in the areas of pharmaceutical and biotech 
research, and healthcare tech. 

While Deep Pharma Intelligence is regularly producing open 
industry reports covering high-growth sectors in the Life Sciences, 
including artificial intelligence (AI), digital health, and new 
therapies, some of the more in-depth research is only available to 
our clients and strategic partners under the “Proprietary Analytics” 
category.

Our range of proprietary services includes custom consulting 
projects, based on the specific customer needs, as well as a 
collection of pre-produced “ready-to-use” proprietary reports, 
produced by our research team, covering general trends and 
specific action ideas and strategy insights related to the most 
promising investment prospects (e.g. new technologies, biotech 
startups), M&A prospects (e.g. pipeline development targets), and 
strategic growth ideas (trends profiling, industry overviews etc).
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Overview of Proprietary Analytics by Deep Pharma Intelligence



Visit Our Dashboard: platform.dkv.global/p/dpi/
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Deep Pharma Intelligence: Upcoming Projects and Analytical Tools

https://platform.dkv.global/ai-for-drug-discovery/


Deep Pharma Intelligence (DPI) Disclaimer.

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deep Pharma Intelligence. The information herein is believed by DPI to be reliable but DPI makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of 
such information. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this communication will come to pass. DPI may provide, may have provided or may seek to provide advisory services to one or more 
companies mentioned herein. In addition, employees of DPI may have purchased or may purchase securities in one or more companies mentioned in this report. Opinions, estimates and analyses in this report 
constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of DPI and are subject to change without notice. DPI has no obligation to update, modify or amend 
this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, estimate, forecast or analysis set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. This report is 
provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any 
jurisdiction.

E-mail: info@deep-pharma.tech Website: www.deep-pharma.tech

Link to the Report: https://www.deep-pharma.tech/ai-in-drug-discovery-focus-on-oncology-2021
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